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I. INTRODUCTION
A S high-definition (HD) devices become popular, it is observed that the video qualities are scarcely degraded even undergoing some processes such as compression and restoration. The perceived video quality, therefore, does not heavily rely on measuring how much quantity a video degrades [1] - [3] . Instead, judging a video's quality would be focused more on the attractiveness. According to [4] , the attractiveness could be affected by both originality and aesthetics. Originality is hard to interpret since it varies mostly from personal preference; however, many people agree that aesthetics can be judged from professional opinions. For example, continuous shaking of a film, deficient lighting on a target or even an obscure subject might lower the aesthetic appeal. On the other hand, a film carrying high aesthetic characteristics such as bright color or delicate composition catches the audience's eyes, as shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 . Two videos from a benchmark dataset [16] for aesthetic quality assessment. In comparison of them, the upper video attracts the audience's interest more than the lower one. Our work seeks to explore the aesthetic features and an integration framework that can automatically reflect the audience's interest of aesthetics.
As an aspect of human nature, aesthetic experiences have been studied in neural science. In Ramachandran and Hirstein [5] , a theory of human artistic experience and the associated neural mechanisms has been presented. One of their findings suggests that grouping is a basic principle to human's artistic experience. Different visual areas in the limbic system extract correlations in different domains such as shape and color. Kawabata and Zeki [6] conducted functional-MRI experiments to verify whether there are associated brain areas when viewing beautiful paintings, regardless of the category of painting. Their results show a distinction between two different kinds of brain activities; first, activity associated with a particular stimulus type (eg., color or motion) engages in a specific area of human brain, which reveals their isolation in the early vision process; second, both beautiful and ugly stimuli modulate activity in the same cortical area(s).
Inspired by the results of cognitive neural science, Peters [7] provides six factors for visual aesthetic impression, including color, form (shape), motion, spatial layout, depth, and human body. Since these factors/features could be extracted from images, recent efforts have been put in assessing aesthetics automatically from images via computational or related methods. Among them, learning an aesthetic-value predictor by data mining or machine learning techniques from a large data collection has received much attention in many fields such as cultural analytics [8] , computer vision [4] , [9] - [11] , signal/image processing [12] , [13] , and multimedia analysis [14] , [15] . The learned predictor can help select the video clips and also assist the users to refine their shooting techniques from the judgement feedback.
Learning from professionals is a typical approach to achieve automatic aesthetic-quality (AQ) assessment of photos. Pro-fessional photographers adopt special techniques to make their photos appealing from the aesthetic view, e.g., the DOF (depth of field) difference between foreground and background, and the rule-of-third for composition. In a similar way, machine could be able to estimate the AQ of videos (VAQ) based on the rules induced by professionals. However, a challenge for automatic VAQ assessment is that, unlike photos, there is still a lack of well-studied techniques for VAQ enhancement from the professional side.
In this paper, we aim to design an automatic VAQ assessor by integrating the aesthetic features (AFs) in the temporal domain. We design new motion-related AFs and a temporal-variation-aware integration framework. From the experimental results, the proposed assessor significantly improves the prediction accuracy of VAQ. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The assessment of AQ for photos and videos are reviewed in Section II. In Sections III-V, we introduce the AFs employed and the temporal integration framework developed. We evaluate the proposed method in Sections VI-VII. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORKS
AQ assessment for a single photo has been studied for a long time [4] , [9] - [11] , [14] , [15] in either the AFs extraction or the classifier design. Nevertheless, it is not until more recently that some works [16] , [17] began to study the automatic VAQ assessment. For completeness, we review the literatures on photobased AQ in Section II-A and VAQ in Section II-B, respectively.
A. Assessing Photo-Based Aesthetic Quality
There have been numerous photo collections over the Internet since people usually like to share their photos and make them more visible. Hence, photo-sharing websites are the best choice for the researches of photo-based AQ assessment according to [11] . One of the commonly known websites is Photo.net, 1 where more than one million photos are uploaded, and each photo is reviewed in terms of two types of qualities, aesthetic and originality. The qualities are measured by the scores ranging from one to seven, and higher value indicates better quality. Another popular website is DPChallenge, 2 where each photo is rated on the overall quality such as color harmony, composition, and contrast, and the ratings range from one to ten. Photos and ratings in these websites demonstrate the useful shooting techniques and visual properties of professional photographers. Datta et al. [4] analyze certain visual properties which judge the AQ of a photo, and embody them into several kinds of AFs including light, color, exposure, and composition. In this rule, photographers place their subject on one of the four intersecting points of the imaginary lines which equally partition the image into three parts along both of the horizontal and vertical directions. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the cyclist was placed at the lowerleft imaginary intersecting point (also shown in the upper-right point of Fig. 9(a) ) which leaves space for better imagination of Fig. 2 . Eight photos collected from photo.net. In each column, the photos shown on the top have higher aesthetic scores than those shown in the bottom. Among these photos, several special shooting techniques are applied to make them more appealing than the others. These several shooting techniques include rule of third (a), light (b), simplicity (c), and color (d).
the audience; as a result, the reviewers of photo.net responded by giving a higher score to Many photographers discussed about the light settings of these two photos in the forum of photo.net and it turned out that the setting of Fig. 2(b) is more adorable. Besides these visual properties, they also learn a classifier from the paired training data (AFs and ratings) to predict the aesthetic value of a photo.
Ke et al. [9] study a set of AFs from color, edge distribution, and composition. In this work, they assume that the professional photographers compose their photos with simplicities including out-of-focus background, color contrast, and lighting contrast. For example, by shooting with background out of focus in Fig. 2(c) , the subject, i.e., the water drop, leaves a clear image in audience's brain since the background is blurred. This shooting technique is strongly related to depth of field (DOF). In another example, Fig. 2 (g) has no clear separation between the subject and the background, and the raindrops distract the audience. Therefore, Fig. 2 (c) has higher simplicity than Fig. 2(g) .
Later, Li et al. [14] combine face information and the AFs to determine the AQ of images. They believe that face is one of the aesthetic-related factors in consumer photograph albums. Furthermore, they recommend several editing guidelines to make photos more attractive. Yeh et al. [15] come up with the AFs similar to previous works but more effective in measuring AQ with the help of the learning-to-rank principle. Instead of judging whether the quality of a photo should be good or bad, learning-to-rank is capable of providing more details such as evaluating the best AQ in a set of photographs. In Yeh et al. work, ListNet [18] is applied to rank photographs. ListNet, a learning-to-rank approach which is constructed from the loss in the list level, can better catch personal preference instead of photo-wise preference.
Recently, high level image attributes are also utilized to represent the visual quality of an image. These attributes according to Dhar et al. [11] are categorized into composition, content, and sky illumination attributes. Moreover, each high-level attribute gives a semantic label by a describable attribute classifier. The AQ of an image is assessed by training a support vector machine (SVM) classifier with their high-level attributes. On the other hand, Nishiyama et al. [10] observe that the harmony of color in a photo is a key factor to determine the visual quality. For example, Figs. 2(d) and 2(h) show different aesthetic attractiveness toward the audience although they have a similar composition. In detail, Fig. 2(d) presents much more harmony than Fig. 2 (h) in terms of color, and Fig. 2(d) gains higher preference than Fig. 2(h) according to the statistics from photo.net. Nishiyama et al. think that the existing methods of color harmonization are insufficient to judge the AQ. Therefore, they design bags-of-color-patterns to tackle the previous color harmonic limitations and achieve nearly accuracy on classification of images from DPChallenge.
B. Assessing Video-Based Aesthetic Quality (VAQ)
Unlike the photo aesthetics which have a plenty of skills and rules conducted from professionals for amateurs to follow, there are still no such apparent rules applicable for video aesthetics. Strictly speaking, photo-based AFs can be applied to each frame of a video, and by doing so we could construct an assessor reflecting several aspects of the VAQ. However, as a video is composed of successive frames, we are still not aware of how the presentation of photo-based features in the temporal domain affects a video's attractiveness. Unfortunately, there are scarcely any clear rules summarized so far for video aesthetics based on the motion and temporal properties from the professional side.
In addition, unlike photos that have many reference sites for showing shooting skills (such as photo.net and DPChallenge), well-gathered publicly benchmark datasets for video aesthetics remain unavailable until recently [16] . Due to the above reasons, there are yet few works focusing on the automatic VAQ assessment.
In previous studies, Luo et al. [17] attempt to use both photobased AFs and motion features for judging VAQ. They observed that in a professional image, the subject region should always be focused and the background should be out of focus instead. Thus, they follow the principle that the VAQ should be focused on the subject because it gathers most visual attention within the whole image. As a result, the subject-based AFs extracted from these regions serve as a criterion for assessing photo/video AQ. By assuming the subjects being clearly extracted, this approach further introduces two motion-based features: length of subject region motion and its motion stability. However, this approach is designed to suit videos with clearly focused subjects, indicating the subject has to be tracked using a narrow-DOF camera. Hence, this approach is particularly appropriate for professional films instead of consumer videos, since most videos captured by amateur filmmaker do not necessarily have subjects focused and backgrounds blurred.
In [16] , Moorthy et al. introduces an approach to classify the aesthetic appeal/unappeal based on three kinds of features, including image-quality features (such as SSIM-based frame-rate estimation, blocking effect), motion features (such as motion ratio and size ratio), and single-photo aesthetic features (such as sharpness/focus, color, luminance, and rule-of-third). They extract these features in the frame level at first. Then, these features can be pooled in the microshot level, where various features can be composed by the combination of the frame-based features and a few pooling operators. Finally the mean or variance of the feature values are computed for all microshots in a video, and a feature-selection process is applied to conduct a low-dimensional feature vector for classification.
Moorthy et al. [16] have collected ratings on the aesthetic value for a dataset containing 160 consumer videos, which as we know is the only VAQ-assessment dataset publicly available, referred to as the Telefonica dataset in this paper. They have shown that, by designing a hierarchical pooling approach introduced above, 73% classification accuracy can be achieved by selecting 7 most discriminant features. In this paper, we will show that our approach can boost the result to 79% by selecting the same number of discriminant features for the same dataset. Furthermore, since the cross-validation errors are shown in [16] without applying new testing data, we enhance the Telefonica dataset by adding high aesthetic-appeal cinema movies and demonstrate also the testing performance of our approach.
Since VAQ is useful for applications such as video broadcasting and recommendation, a recent study [19] has adopted VAQ assessment as a building block for an on-line mobile video sharing system to help construct interesting mashup of live videos.
III. OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH
We give an overview of our approach in this section. Hereafter we follow the notation convention: If is a set, is its cardinality, the number of elements in .
Let be a set of videos, where each video is associated with a label representing its aesthetic value, say, '1' for appealing and '0' for unappealing, respectively. In our approach, a video is separated into several non-overlapping 'snippets' and each snippet contains consecutive frames in a short period (usually one second) of the video . Snippet serves as the basic processing unit in our approach because the aesthetic value can usually not be reflected by only a single image frame, but requires the combination of more frames to form a relatively meaningful and reliable measurement.
We conduct a two-stage approach for aesthetic quality assessment of a video. First, for each snippet, we choose several features called snipped-based features (SBF). Since a snippet (or microshot) is composed of the video frames in a short period of time, the SBF can reflect the fundamental aesthetic degree or visual clue in a small time interval. Second, we perform a temporal integration to combine the SBFs into a video-based feature vector, and perform a binary classification for it by using SVM to predict the video's aesthetic value ('1' or '0').
To construct the SBFs, we will extract AFs for each frame in a snippet at first. In principle, frame-based features only perform transient evaluations of a video's aesthetic value, which could be noisy and unstable. Hence, these frame-based features are aggregated to form the SBFs by some pooling operators (eg., min, median, and max) that capture overall values reflecting the aesthetic appeals in a snippet. In the following, we will present our frame-level features in Section IV, SBF construction method in Section V-A, and the temporal integration method in Section V-B, respectively.
IV. FRAME-BASED AESTHETIC FEATURE DESIGN
In this section, we focus on the frame-based features deployed in this work. The frame-based features contain two parts. The first part is the motion-related features, and the other part is the photo-related features. The former is unique for VAQ assessment since motion is the most distinct characteristic making the associated features different from photo-based ones.
A. Preprocessing for Motion-Related Features
In our approach, two pre-processing steps serve as prerequisite procedures to build the proposed motion-based AFs for each frame. Suppose each video is divided into snippets, , and each snippet is composed of frames . For each frame, the following preprocessing steps are performed to extract motion and saliency information for the AF construction as follows.
1) Motion-Extraction Preprocessing:
We employ the pixel-based motion estimation as a preprocessing-step for constructing the AFs. To compute the motion vector per pixel, we adopt the optical-flow technique developed by Liu et al. [21] , which measures the motion flows between two adjacent frames under the brightness constancy assumption.
2) Saliency-Based Preprocessing: Visual saliency [20] , [22] , [23] aims to capture some part of an image which attracts most of our visual attention. For this reason, it is regarded helpful for automatic aesthetic estimation. In the past, single-imagebased saliency estimation has been adopted for assessing AQ of photos [14] , [24] . In this paper, we employ a video-based saliency region detection method [20] that can provide more reliable results than image-based methods. This method estimates video saliency by using both color and motion information. More specifically, by giving a rectangle composed of a core region and a border region, the saliency of a pixel is estimated as the ratio of the number of color/motion similar pixels in the core region to those in this rectangle in this method.
For example, Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are two adjacent frames from a static-camera video. The motion flows and the saliency map are shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), respectively. In the other panning-camera example, the motion flows generated are more scattered as shown in Fig. 3(g) . Nevertheless, the video-based saliency-detection method [20] we adopted can still detect the saliency region well in Fig. 3 (h) by jointly considering color and motion information.
Both the foregrounds (extracted by salient regions) and motion vectors (evaluated by optical flow) serve as essential visual clues for building the motion-based AFs introduced below. In addition, we binarize the video-based saliency map obtained for each frame, and then extract the largest connected component of the binarized map and refer it to as the foreground region. The threshold used for binarization is set to preserve the top strength of the saliency map. We do not extract multiple subjects from the saliency map nor separate the foreground region into objects further. This approach simplifies the complexity of segmenting multiple meaningful subjects in an image frame.
B. Design of Motion-Related Features
Among all the aesthetic characters in a video, motion is the most distinctive character for videos compared to photos. In contrast to the previous work, we further propose to use some motion-based features which are of great significance. The first is motion space, which reflects the aesthetic quality that tells a camera how to trace a moving object. The second is motion direction entropy, which measures the dispersed degree of motion that is also relevant to VAQ. Other motion-related AFs include hand-shaking and shooting type. Details are given in the following. Frames from left to right represent a sequence of videotaping a downward moving object. The yellow segment shows the gap of the subject to the downside frame border, which represents the preserved space. From the frames in (a), the free space preserved for the skydiver gives audience more imagination. On the other hand, the position of the skydiver in (b) gives the audience less imagination due to the lack of space. 
Motion Space (MS):
According to professional skills in film making, as cameramen are videotaping a moving subject, they must beware that the space in front of the moving direction of the subject should be reserved for better VAQ, since the reserved space provides the audience more imagination about the subject motion. For example, when a downward moving object as shown in Fig. 4 is videotaped, the subject looks not moving because the camera moves with the same velocity (and only the background looks moving upward). The gaps (yellow segments) shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) reflect the space reserved when shooting these two videos, where the former that reserves sufficient space will provide audiences better aesthetic appeal.
Although MS is meaningful to the degree of aesthetically pleasing when capturing moving objects, it has not been well employed in previous approaches. Therefore, as illustrated in Fig. 5 , we tackle this problem by setting the direction of the averaged optical flow of the entire image as and the vector between the foreground center and image center as . The feature of MS is represented as , where is the inner product.
Motion Direction Entropy (MDE): Another motion-based feature related to aesthetics is the diversity of motion directions. Variation in motion direction is a characteristic that cannot be reflected only by individual photos; however, this visual clue is neglected in previous studies.
To measure the variation, entropy is used to quantify the uncertainty of the motion direction of every pixel in each frame. In the implementation, we employ the optical flow results obtained in the preprocessing step, where a velocity vector is computed for each pixel. Our approach simply computes the velocity directions of pixels and votes them into five predefined Fig. 6 . If the stability is computed over the whole frame like the region shaded in red of (a), a self-shaking subject such as the ball-playing puppy may cause false alarms. In contrast, the modified detection region such as the area shaded in red in (b) along the borders helps detect frame-based unstableness in a more robust manner.
bins that are respectively the upward ( ), rightward ( ), downward ( ), leftward ( ), and quasi-steady bins ( ), where accumulates the pixels with the velocities smaller than a threshold.
accumulate the pixels with the velocities larger than the threshold for the velocity directions within ( ), ( ), ( ), and ( ), respectively. In our implementation, the threshold is set as 0.1. A motion histogram is then formed as , where . As we know, this feature has not been used before for VAQ assessment either.
Hand Shaking (HS): Although many cameras have been equipped with anti-shaking, hand-shaking occurs occasionally and has often been disturbing when the audience tries to concentrate in a video, thus making it significant to distinguish the VAQ. Shaking differs from the above features as it is obtained by computing the change of motion directions based on the optical flow. As there are already many methods ( [25] , [26] ) for HS estimation in video stabilization, we simply implement the following method for computational efficiency. We set shaking detection area at the border which can better distinguish subject's self-shaking from the hand-shaking, as shown in Fig. 6 . The horizontal motion of the border region in frame is defined as , which is the average of the horizontal projections of the optical flow in the region, and its direction is . An exclusive-or operator is adopted to model the change of directions, and the horizontal unstableness feature is defined as: (1) where denotes the magnitude of motion. In the same way, a vertical unstableness feature is formed by replacing with . In our implementation, the border is frame-width pixels.
Shooting Type (ST): We further define the border to central unstableness ratio for horizontal motion to show the subtle differences, where is a small positive constant to avoid the situation of division by zero.
is the horizontal motion of the frame border, and is the horizontal motion of the frame except for the border; they are both computed from the optical flow.
In our implementation, the border has frame-width pixels. For border moving faster than the centre type ( ), it may be the recording type that the shot traces and focuses on the subject as shown in Fig. 7(a) . For border moving equally with the centre type ( ), it may be a panorama shooting as shown in Fig. 7(b) . Finally for border moving slower than the centre type ( ), it may be regarded as a static shot on a deformable subject as illustrated in Fig. 7(c) .
Likewise, is defined for the vertical direction. As we know, these features have not been used for VAQ assessment before.
C. Discussion of Our Motion-Based Features
Compared the motion-related features designed in [17] which are only suitable for shots containing clearly focused foreground and out-of-focus background, our motion-based features does not have this limitation and can be applied for a more general class of videos.
In addition, compared to the features designed in [16] , we do not employ any image-quality-measurement features such as SSIM-based frame rate and blocking effect estimation; hence, our approach would be also applicable to the datasets containing only high-image-quality videos. Besides, unlike the approach in [16] that finds the foreground by block-based motion estimation, we employ the technique of salient-region estimation for foreground extraction and optical flow for motion evaluation, which can also deal with the case of slow-motion and non-rigid objects. Beyond the simple motion features such as the speed and size of a moving object, our motion-based features including motion space, motion direction entropy, hand-shaking and shooting type are more diverse and versatile. We will show in the experimental section that our designed features can perform better under the same pooling-operators and temporal-integration settings.
D. Adoption of Photo-Based Features
In addition to motion-related features, we also employed conventional photo-based features, categorized into color, composition, and lightness, to reflect the AQ based on a single frame. They are briefly reviewed as follows. As these features are commonly employed for photo aesthetics, we simply give concise introductions of them and the readers could seek to the related references for more details.
Color Harmonization: Human visual perception of aesthetics is strongly affected by color harmonization [10] , [11] , Fig. 8 . Seven harmonic templates on the hue channel used in this paper are plotted. The harmonic templates are first defined in Cohen-Or et al. [28] , we use seven of them to construct our color harmonization AFs. See [28] for more detail. Fig. 9 . These pictures selected from photo.net are to expose the importance of (a) rule of third, (b) clarity contrast, and (c) shape convexity in determining the aesthetic quality.
[27], [28] . We employ the hue histogram ( ) constructed from HSV color space for each frame to distinguish seven well-arranged color templates introduced in [28] and shown in Fig. 8 .
We compute the maximum response to each color template and conduct a seven-dimensional vector defined as: (2) where is the convolution operator. Then, the distances between the photo and color templates in the vector space are calculated as our color harmonization AF:
where indicates norm, which defines the AFs from to . Color Saturation and Value: We compute the average saturation and value in the HSV space for the whole frame as additional color features ( ). In addition, according to the region of attention, the central part of a picture is distinct to others. Hence we also add two more color features ( ) by averaging the saturation and value of the central part only.
Composition:The composition of a frame is also of great importance for aesthetic, e.g., the rule of third [29] , clarity contrast [17] , and shape convexity [17] . The rule of third claims that the foreground should be placed in one of four intersecting points as plotted in Fig. 9(a) . Clarity contrast for the foreground and a blurred background is notable feature in a professional image. The shape convexity according to [17] hypothesizes that the convex shapes are more likely to please humans. For example, in Fig. 9(c) , the peripheral of hot air balloon circles a convex region, which is emphasized by the red line. In computing rule of third feature ( ), clarity contrast feature ( ) and shape convexity feature ( ), we adopt the methods in [17] based on the foreground obtained by the preprocessing step of saliency detection.
Lightness: Here we define one lightness feature as the lightness ratio of foreground and background ( ) based on the HSL space. The other feature is described as the lightness ratio of the foreground and whole frame ( ).
V. SBF CONSTRUCTION AND TEMPORAL-ORDER-AWARE INTEGRATION
In association to our notation, we have frame-based features to represent the aesthetic property according to motion, color, lightness, and composition. Among them, there are 6 motion-related features, i.e., , and 16 photo-based features, that is, . They are denoted as the set .
A. Snippet-Based Features
The above features are constructed for each frame. Since our work is video-based, the processing unit is a video snippet containing frames in a short period of time. In our implementation, a video snippet is set as one second. The frame-based features extracted are then pooled for a video snippet, summarizing an overall degree of aesthetic-related visual clues in a moment.
In our work, six pooling operators, quartile, mean, median, quartile, in [16] are also adopted for summarizing the frame-based features into snippet-based features (SBFs). Combining these six pooling operators with the 22 frame-based features, there are thus a total of 132 SBFs allowed to be selected in our approach. For example, the SBF of ( , ) means that the snipped feature is built by extracting (the Motion Direction Entropy (MDE) feature) for each frame at first, and then pooled by (i.e., taking the minimum). We denote the Cartesian product as the set consisting of these SBFs.
B. Temporal-Variation-Aware Integration
How to integrate the SBFs is a main issue for VAQ estimation. Unlike previous work [16] that simply computes the mean and variance of the SBFs in a video for integration, we found that the change of SBFs with time will also affect the visual preference for audiences. For example, when seeing a video with constant color harmonic and the other with time-varying harmonics, the audience could be aware which is better, but their overall results obtained by simple pooling (such as mean, median and variance) of the SBFs remain the same. Hence, an effective temporal integration method should be able to distinguish temporal variation of a sequence of SBFs.
We develop a temporal-variation-aware (TVA) method to integrate the SBFs. Unlike the mean and variance which simply reflect the DC value and total energy of a signal, respectively, it is well known that auto-correlation function of a signal can capture more of the changes in the signal shapes. Inspired by this idea, we divide the video into non-overlapping segments and propose to use the correlation between segments to perform the TVA integration. To formulate the approach, let the snippets in a video be divided into segments (groups of snippets); each segment contains successive snippets, and so . Hence, each group can be characterized by a -dimensional feature vector if the snippet feature type has been selected in S.
When the type of SBF is given, there are feature vectors, , where . Let be the kernel function that measures the similarity in some implicit mapping space. To reflect the -th group's relevance, we are particularly interested in the average correlation between the -th feature vector and the other feature vectors. It is then evaluated as follows: (4) By doing so, we obtain integration operators . To construct the kernel, we choose the following function that is efficient to compute and easy to implement: (5) where is the sign function, denotes the inner product, and . Despite the correlation among groups reflects the temporalvariation information, the long-term average information still matters in capturing the overall feature of a signal. Hence, in addition to the operators defined above, we include further the and operators which are respectively the mean and standard deviation, denoted as and . The entire set of temporal integration operators employed in our approach is then defined as .
C. Selection of Key Dimensions in SBF Operator Space
We have conducted three versions of the proposed methods for comparison. For the notation convenience, let OP be separated into two subsets, and , where . The first version, AFSim, selects the features from S Sim; i.e., it integrates the SBFs by using only the simple average (or pooling) operators, mean and standard-deviation .
The second version, AFTVA, selects the features from S TVA; i.e., it uses the TVA operators to integrate the SBFs. The third version, TVASim, selects the features from S OP; i.e., all operators are allowed to be used for temporal integration.
The combination of SBFs and temporal-integration operators is very high-dimensional. For AFSim, there are 132 2 video-based features since there are two choices for the integration ( and ); for AFTVA and TVASim , there are and video-based features, respectively. They require heavy computation-costs for either learning or assessment.
One possibility to reduce the dimension is to use subspace techniques such as principle component analysis. In this way, the reduced dimensions are linear combinations of the original ones, but it is more crucial to find out which SBFs play the most important roles for VAQ assessment.
Hence, instead of using all dimensions, we perform feature selection in the S Integration_operator domain. By doing so, we can provide more insights on the influences of the individual feature types or their combinations. We employ the sequential forward-search method that is a greedy approach to pick the combination of SBF and integration-operator in turn. Note that this is also the feature selection approach suggested in [16] . The procedure of sequential-forward-selection is as follows: (Here we abbreviate "temporal integration operator" as "operator") 1) Find a SBF-operator pair that best classifies all videos.
2) Pick another SBF-operator pair, which has the best accuracy jointed with the previously selected pairs. 3) Repeat 2) until the number of selections reaches a predefined positive integer or when the accuracy is converged. In our implementation, is selected as 4 and the number of SBF-operator combinations selected are within . In each iteration, we use the SBF-operator pairs selected to build the associated video-based features. For example, combining the SBF of with the temporal integration operator means that we build the video-based feature by extracting (the motion-space (MS) feature) for each frame at first, pooling the MS features for the frames in a snippet by mean to obtain the SBF, and then perform the temporal operator to integrate the values of all SBFs in a video.
Our approach accesses the aesthetic quality as 'low' or 'high' like [16] . The accuracy employed to evaluate the performance is defined as the number of mis-assessed data to that of the total data. We use SVM of radial-basis-function (RBF) kernel to train a classifier in each iteration based on the video-based features selected. The kernel parameters used are and are fixed for all experiments.
D. Connection to the Approach of[16]
Our framework shares some similar ideas with the classic framework of Moorthy et al. [16] . We now highlight the distinctions between them.
First, by employing the designed AFs and the integration operators in SIM, our simplest version of approach, AFSim, differs from [16] only in the AF parts. That is, except the distinction of the frame-based features introduces in Section IV, the other parts including pooling into SBF (called the microshot-level features in [16] ) and further integration by mean or standard deviation are the same. This, therefore, gives us a nice foundation to compare the designed AFs to those of [16] under the same setting. Hereafter, we name the approach of [16] the MoorthySim approach. The comparison of the effectiveness of AFs of these two approaches will be reported in Section IV-A.
Then, our enhanced versions of approaches, AFTVA and TVASim integrate the SBFs with temporal-variation-aware operators instead of overall averaging (or pooling) operators. They can considerably enhance the performance because the temporal fluctuation of AFs is further employed. Results of them will be reported in Section IV-B.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON TELEFONICA DATASET
The dataset constructed by Moorthy et al. [16] , which we call the Telefonica dataset, consists of 160 rated videos. This is the only publicly available benchmark for VAQ to our knowledge. Moorthy et al. crawled consumer-generated-content from Youtube 3 and downloaded videos from 16 diverse categories, including baby laughing, sky diving, and so on. Each video is cropped as a 15-seconds clip to reduce the potential biases of video length. It is because that, according to the study of Pinson and Wolf [30] , the memory effects of human for time-varying quality estimation are probably limited to 15 seconds. Some videos are shown in Fig. 10 . Although each video has the same length, the number of frames in each videos could be different due to the different rates of frames per second (fps).
These videos have gone through a controlled user study that each participant (33 people in total) rated the videos on two scales: content and aesthetic to produce content-independent ground truth. These people had been involved in a short training session before the study began, and the videos were shown without audio for the elimination of the influence on the perceived audio quality [31] .
The rating values of the Telefonica dataset range between . Given a video, a mean opinion score (MOS) is generated by normalizing and averaging the rating values of all participants. Follow the setting of [16] , we also sort these MOSs and choose the median value as a threshold to separate these 160 videos into two sets of equal size (80), positive (high quality) and negative (low quality). Note that it has also been observed in Datta et al. [4] and Joshi et al. [32] that the multi-valued aesthetic score is extremely subjective, making the ratings noisy and so predicting it via regression is still challenging. Instead, predicting only high-or low-quality for a video is more tractable.
A. Comparisons of Designed Features
In the first experiment, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed AFs by comparing AFSim and MoorthySim because they are different only in the AFs as mentioned above. For a fair comparison, we also report the 5-fold cross-validation (CV) accuracy and repeat it 200 times to obtain the averaged accuracy. The number of features selected is and the snippet period is one second. They are the same as those in [16] .
We can see that by applying both methods to the Telefonica dataset, the assessment accuracies are by using AFSim and by using MoorthySim, respectively. Hence, not only the mean accuracy is improved but the uncertainty range (standard deviation) is also reduced. It demonstrates that the proposed AFs are more effective than those adopted in Moorthy et al. [16] . We further use Student's t-test to identify whether the performance improvement is significant. The statistic t value (t-stat) is computed by , where and are the mean accuracies, and are the standard deviations of the accuracies, and is the number of trials. The degree of freedom used for the t-test is . Under the significant level , the critical t value (t-crit) is 3.3401 that is considerably smaller than t-stat . Table I shows the 7 SBFs selected in turn. As can be seen, the motion-related features such as ST and HS have been chosen in the first three runs, which means that motion-based features are more critical for estimating the VAQ than photo-based features. Then, by further selecting four photo-based features in the categories of Harmonization, Saturation and Composition, the integration of these selected 7 SBFs achieves the best performance in the AFSim approach. To have more insight on the individual SBF selected, we show the accuracy when applying only each single SBF for the assessment as the brown bar in Fig. 11 . The green bar shows how much the accuracy is increased when the SBFs are jointed with the previously selected ones. It reveals the significance of integrating the features even when the performance of individual feature is limited. 
B. Comparisons of Temporal Integrations
In the above, we have shown the performance improvement with the designed AFs by comparing the approaches of AFSim and MoorthySim . In this section, we demonstrate how temporal integration affects the VAQ assessment. Unlike AFSim , both AFTVA and TVASim can distinguish the temporal variation of SBFs. Fig. 12 shows the performance of MoorthySim, Baseline, AFSim, AFTVA, and TVASim when the number of video-based features are selected from to , where Baseline indicates the approach always using the mean operator for temporal integration. It can be seen that, by selecting the same number of features ( ), AFTVA and TVASim perform better than AFSim and MoorthySim, while Baseline always achieves the worse results. More specifically, when the number of SBFs is the same ( ), AFTVA (with the accuracy ) performs almost the same as AFSim ( ). Table II shows the features selected for AFTVA from . However, when the number of selection is increased, AFTVA can further boost the performance by keeping finding more discriminating SBFs relevant for VAQ determination, and the accuracy can be raised from to , as shown in Fig. 12 . It demonstrates that AFTVA can turn more video-based features into distinctive clues for assessing the VAQ. Fig. 12 . Therefore, it can be seen that our temporal integration operators can improve the performance significantly. Table III lists the video-based features selected by TVASim, which is the approach performing the best among all approaches. The top ranked feature types in TVASim are ST, MS, and HS, showing again that motion-related features are highly effective in determining VAQ. In addition, it can be observed that many temporal-integration operators of the TVA-type have been selected in the top ranked list, which also reveals that the proposed temporal-variation-aware integration operators are effective. Since the TVASim approach performs the best in our study for the Telefonica dataset, we recommend it as our main approach.
VII. RESULTS ON ADCCV DATASET
We further enhanced the Telefonica dataset by augmenting it with cinema movies. 4 In comparison to the consumer videos in the Telefonica dataset, these professional films are 'masterpieces' that would be extremely useful to serve as benchmarks of high AQ. We collected 40 professional movies and label them as 'positive'. These movie include "The Notebook (2004)," "Eat Pray Love (2010)," and so on. Several examples are shown in Fig. 13 . By adding them into the original Telefonica dataset, we constructed the joint A esthetic D ataset of C inema and C onsumer V ideos (ADCCV) dataset. There are 120 positive examples (80 original and 40 professional movies added) and 80 negative examples (original), and so a rough balance between positive and negative examples is maintained. Since the ADCCV dataset combines different kinds of videos, it serves as a more general benchmark for VAQ assessment. In this section, we conduct experimental studies based on the ADCCV dataset by using the TVASim approach. First, like [16] , the CV accuracy is reported in Section VII-A. Then, we split the ADCCV dataset into training and testing sets several times and report the testing accuracies in Section VII-B.
A. CV Accuracy
In this experiment, we report the accuracy on the ADCCV dataset. As before, 5-fold cross-validation and 200-times repetitions are performed. As shown in Table IV , the accuracy is when video-based features are selected. Even when professional movies have been added as positive data in the ADCCV dataset, similar conclusions can be drawn as well: First, the CV accuracy achieved is still close to that of the Telefonica dataset. Second, many of the top-ranked types of the selected AFs are the motion-related ones, For example, the top 3 video-based features are also motion-related, and the combination of them attains over accuracy. These results show that our method is effective for VAQ assessment. It is also worth to note that a single MS(Motion Space)-related SBF achieves 
B. Testing Accuracies of Random Splits
Though CV accuracy is reported in [16] and used in the comparison protocol for the Telefonica dataset, it may not reflect the true error and could sometimes overfit the dataset. In this experiment, we split the ADCCV dataset into training and test sets with 80/20 policy. That is, there are (160 videos) used to train the TVASim approach, and the remaining (40 videos) are reserved for testing, where the above partition is repeated for 5 times. In the training phase, we apply 4-folds 5 CV for selecting the video-based features. The selected video-based features associated with the best 4-fold CV accuracy are then applied to the 20% testing data.
The selected video-based features and accuracies for the five tests are shown in Table V . From the results, it is not surprised that the testing accuracies (T-Acc) are lower than the validation accuracies (V-Acc), because the testing sets are unseen in the training phase. However, most of the tests (such as "Test1", "Test2", "Test5") show that when the validation accuracies (i.e., V-Acc) is increased as more video-based features are adopted, the testing accuracies (i.e., T-Acc) is also roughly increased. In these cases, the reductions from the V-Acc to T-Acc are also lower. The average testing accuracy when selecting video-based features is . Regarding the comparison protocol of the Telefonica dataset which uses the CV accuracy for the performance evaluation, the testing-data performance reflects better the generalization ability of the learned assessor. Although the testing accuracy is not as high as the CV accuracy, it is still within an acceptable level. The Table V. result can serve as a starting point for further refinement, and we will release the codes and data for future study.
To provide more insightful information, we discuss an example in the results of Table V. The top two rows of Test 1 in Table V shows that the T-Acc is by using the joint SBFs of (motion-direction entropy) and (color harmonization). However, when the SBF of (handing shaking) is further included, the T-Acc is increased to . Fig. 14 shows three videos associated with this situation, which are misclassified when the first two ( and ) are selected but is correctly classified when is further selected. We found that the motion flows in the videos of Figs. 14(a)-14(b) are relatively stable than that in the video of Fig. 14(c) . Hence, it would be the stability of motion flows that makes the hand-shaking (HS) AFs more informative in discriminating these videos.
Finally, we show some misclassified examples in the first rows of Figs. 15 and 16 for discussion. In both figures, the saliency maps obtained are also shown in the second rows, respectively. We find that the background information like color and motion makes the baby less salient in the video of Fig. 15 ; also, the noisy motion flows result in the incorrect video-based saliency maps in Fig. 16 . Hence, the motion-related features extracted for these two videos are inaccurate, which affect the effectiveness of the AFs constructed and cause the wrong classification for VAQ assessment.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a classification framework for VAQ assessment by temporal integration of the motion-based and photo-based AFs. We design a new set of the motion-based AFs, and introduce a temporal-aware integration framework for VAQ assessment. Experimental results show that our approaches are effective for video aesthetic-value evaluation. By applying the same comparison protocol in [16] , we achieve accuracy on the Telefonica dataset that contains 160 rated consumer videos, where the state-of-the-art approach [16] achieves . Besides, we also construct the ADCCV dataset by including additional professional movies, and achieve accuracy. These results also reveal that the motion-related features play an important role for VAQ assessment in most experiments.
There are several interesting future directions. First, the AFs are computed from the extracted foreground region. It could be better when the AF is calculated by including semantic subjects or human faces according to some photo-based AQ studies [33] , [34] . Second, we only focus on the binary classification (good or bad) for assessment, this could be enhanced by employing learning-to-rank techniques such as [15] for VAQ assessment. In addition, we study the VAQ from the collection of 15-seconds videos currently, it is interesting to study the affection of video lengths to VAQ. 
